We study the experimental constraints on strongly interacting vector-fermions compatible with the relaxion mechanism and investigate any possible tuning. The focus is on a minimal model and low confinement scale. More precisely, we study bounds from electroweak precision tests, Higgs decay, Big Bang nucleosynthesis and direct collider searches. The effect of these new fermions on vacuum stability is also investigated. Combining our bounds, we show that the relaxion mechanism becomes increasingly constrained and finetuned as the confinement scale decreases. For example, a confinement scale of a few tens of MeVs would require tuning at the percent level.
Introduction
After the discovery of the Higgs boson, the question How is the electroweak scale stabilized against radiative corrections? has become more pressing than ever. Broadly speaking, the solutions to the problem can be divided into two categories: solutions advocating new symmetries (as in Supersymmetry [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , Composite Higgs models [7, 8] or models with Neutral Naturalness [9, 10] ) or solutions advocating new dynamics (as in relaxion models ). With no New Physics (NP) discovered at the LHC, conventional theories predicting new colored partners -such as Supersymmetry and Composite Higgs models-are becoming more and more constrained, with levels of tuning typically worse than 1%.
On the other hand, the recently proposed relaxion mechanism appears to be quite promising. The stabilization of the Electroweak (EW) scale does not require colored particles, but rather a modified cosmological evolution in order to achieve the observed value of the Higgs mass parameter. The mechanism is easily sketched: a new scalar degree of freedom coupled to the Higgs boson (the relaxion) undergoes a slow roll evolution in the early universe, effectively scanning the Higgs squared mass parameter from the typical cut-off scale down to the EW Symmetry Breaking (EWSB) scale. Once the Higgs Vacuum Expectation Value (vev) is turned on, a vev-dependent back-reaction is triggered which stops the relaxion evolution, freezing the Higgs vev to the observed value. As shown in the original proposal [11] , it is technically natural to stop the relaxion slow roll when the Higgs vev is close to the critical line separating the unbroken and broken phases of EW symmetry. Although conceptually simple, relaxion models are still in an early development stage, since no complete UV model has been presented so far. In this direction, supersymmetric models have been proposed to stabilize the EW scale all the way up to the Planck scale [18, 28] , and clockwork models have been proposed to explain the transplankian field excursions needed to scan the Higgs squared mass parameter all the way down to the EW scale [21, 22] . Despite these difficulties, it is interesting to analyse the consequences of the relaxion mechanism from an Effective Field Theory (EFT) point of view. In particular, a well motivated question is: how is the vev-dependent back-reaction generated? 1 A simple possibility is to introduce new vector-like fermions coupled to the Higgs boson and charged under a new confining interaction. If the relaxion couples through an anomaly to the gauge bosons of the new gauge group, the required vev-dependent barrier is generated. In this setup, the theory can be natural for a cut-off scale as high as Λ 10 8 GeV if the fermion masses are around the EW scale and inflation is requested not to last so long as to reintroduce fine-tuning [31] . 2 In this context, the purpose of the present article is to study the experimental constraints on strongly interacting vector-fermions compatible with the relaxion mechanism and investigate any possible tuning. As it represents a minimal benchmark, we focus on the non-QCD model of Ref. [11] . We analyze bounds coming from colliders (Electroweak Precision Tests (EWPT), Higgs decays and direct searches) and from cosmology (Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN)). We also study the impact of this new strongly coupled sector on vacuum stability and show that some regions of parameter space require additional new physics below the previously estimated cutoff, though these regions will turn out to be ruled out by other constraints. The actual details of the physics however depend drastically on whether the new confinement scale is above or below the electroweak scale. The case of a confinement scale above the electroweak scale having already been studied in Refs. [15, 41] , we concentrate on a lower confinement scale. This is in fact the more natural case, as will be further explained in Sec. 2. Combining the different experimental bounds, we find that the amount of parameter space available diminishes as the confinement scale is decreased and that the regions which are not already excluded require an increasing amount of finetuning for the relaxion mechanism to even work. For example, a confinement scale of a few tens of MeVs would require a tuning at the percent level.
This paper is organized as follow. We first review the non-QCD model of Ref. [11] and 1 A vev-dependent barrier is not the only possibility to stop the relaxion evolution. For instance, Ref. [30] uses particle production as friction source, while in Ref. [39] the relaxion triggers the end of inflation which stops its evolution. 2 A similar configuration has been analyzed in Ref. [40] in a framework in which the solution to the hierarchy problem is linked with a solution of the cosmological constant problem. In this case, however, the vector-like fermions do not form bound states.
discuss the decay channels of the different particles introduced. Experimental constraints are then presented. These include electroweak precision measurements, Higgs branching ratios, Big Bang Nucleosynthesis and direct collider searches. Several of these constraints will be similar to those of Ref. [42] . Possible vacuum stability issues are then studied. Finally, fine-tuning is discussed and all experimental bounds are combined together.
Summary of the model
We begin by summarizing the non-QCD model of Ref. [11] and highlighting some of its most salient features. The decay channels of the newly introduced particles are discussed afterward.
Relaxation of the electroweak scale
The Standard Model is first extended by an axion φ, which is also referred to as the relaxion, and a new strongly coupled gauge group G. Neglecting parameters of order one, the evolution of the relaxion is governed by the Lagrangian
where M is the cutoff of the theory,
the Higgs doublet, G µν the field strength of G andG µν its dual. The parameter k is a spurion that parametrizes the breaking of the periodicity φ → φ + 2πf φ and is assumed to be small. The potential V (kφ), whose exact form is unimportant, leads to φ slowly rolling toward negative values.
The relaxion mechanism consists in having φ start at a large positive value of order M 2 /k and slowly roll down. This effectively scans over the Higgs mass. To provide a solution to the hierarchy problem, it is necessary for φ to stop rolling shortly after the Higgs mass square becomes negative and h acquires an expectation value. This is done by introducing a back-reaction potential which only becomes relevant for non-zero expectation values of the Higgs.
In this non-QCD model, the back-reaction potential is generated by the introduction of new vector-like fermions charged under G. The minimal content is two SU (2) L doublets L and L c of weak hypercharge −1/2 and +1/2 respectively, and two singlets under all SM groups N and N c . The fields L and N are fundamentals under G, while L c and N c are antifundamentals. The Lagrangian governing these new strongly interacting particles is
As it corresponds to a particle charged under electroweak groups, m L must be above the electroweak scale while m N can be much lighter. When h acquires an expectation value, the neutral component of L mixes with N and similarly for L c and N c . This leads to two neutral Dirac fermions and a charged one. The lightest neutral fermion, which we label n 1 , will be mostly composed of N and its conjugate. Its mass m n 1 will play a crucial role in the generation of the back-reaction potential. The heaviest one, which we refer to as n 2 , will mostly consist of the neutral parts of the doublets and will be close in mass to the charged fermion labeled C − . The mass of the latter is unaffected by the Yukawa interactions and thus remains m L at tree-level. If some of the new fermions are light enough, condensation will take place at a scale Λ = 4πf . The assumption we will be making throughout this article is that m L > Λ > m n 1 , as we will justify shortly. Under this assumption, only n 1 forms a condensate. Using naive dimensional analysis [43] , this will generate a back-reaction term of
where ρ(h) corresponds at tree-level to m n 1 and is given by
with c 0 = m N and c 2 = yỹ/2m L at leading order. 3 Once the mass square of the Higgs becomes negative, the amplitude of the back-reaction term increases with the Higgs vev until φ stops rolling. For this to be successful though, c 0 is required not to be too large compared to c 2 v 2 , where v ≈ 246 GeV is the current Higgs expectation value. Else, φ would stop rolling long before the Higgs reaches its correct expectation value. However, the parameter c 0 receives radiative corrections which need to be kept under control least a tuning be reintroduced. First, a correction of As collider constraints will force m L to be above several hundred GeV, this upper limit on f severely restricts the range m L could take such that n 2 and C − condensate. This rather severe coincidence problem is why we choose to focus on m L > Λ, though the results of Sec. 6 will show that the opposite relation is not entirely ruled out yet. The additional assumption Λ > m n 1 simply comes from requiring n 1 to condensate so that the backreaction term emerges and that the relaxion mechanism works. Taking these considerations and a few additional constraints into account, 4 Ref. [31] estimates the cutoff to be 6) where N e is the number of e-folds during inflation which should be lower than 10 26 to avoid severe fine-tuning problems in the inflation sector [44] [45] [46] . Setting m n 1 to the maximal value compatible with the relaxion mechanism and imposing Eq. (2.5), a cutoff as high as 10 8 GeV can be reached. On the other hand, requesting the cutoff of the theory to be above a few TeV sets a lower limit on the confinement scale Λ of O(10) MeV.
Particle decays
The particles n 2 and C − will typically decay promptly if produced at colliders. In particular, the dominant decays are C − → n 1 W − and n 2 → n 1 Z(h). The decay n 2 → C − W + , although possible, is phase-space suppressed and negligible for all sensible regions of parameter space. In all cases, the gauge bosons or the Higgs can potentially be forced to be off-shell. Being strongly coupled and stable, n 1 will hadronize into so-called dark mesons and baryons. The baryons will remain stable, but the mesons will eventually decay back to Standard Model particles. We refer to the lightest meson made out of n 1 and its antiparticle asη. Its decay width can be estimated by first integrating out the doublets. In this situation, the symmetry breaking pattern is U (1) L × U (1) R → U (1) V . Since the broken axial symmetry is anomalous,η is not a pseudo-Goldstone boson and its mass mη should be around the confinement scale Λ. This analogy with the η meson of the Standard Model is the reason behind the nameη.
Integrating out the doublets also generates two leading higher dimensional operator. The first one is the dimension five operator
where N D is a neutral Dirac fermion with N as its left-handed part and N c its right-handed part. This operator leads toη decay via Higgs mixing. The second one is the dimension six operator
This operator contributes toη decay via a virtual Z. Interpolating these two terms to thẽ η degree of freedom and using NDA leads to the following decay widths
where m f is the mass of some Standard Model fermions, m h is the mass of the Higgs boson, g is the SU (2) gauge coupling and a sum over fermions is implied. Which of these two decay channels dominates depends on the region of parameter space. Raising m L will increase the importance of the decay via Higgs mixing. However, decreasing Λ will force the decay via Higgs mixing to go through lighter fermions which results in a Yukawa suppression. An additional decay channel would be to two photons via the chiral anomaly or simply by loop diagrams. However, such decay would have to go through an operator of the form 10) or with one of the field strengths replaced by its dual. Such operators would also have to be suppressed by some Yukawa couplings. A simple calculation shows that the decay width associated to this channel would be suppressed with respect to those of Eq. (2.9) by an additional factor of (mη/m L ) 2 . The only way this decay channel could be important is if all decay channels to two fermions were kinematically forbidden. This is however highly unlikely, as this would require a confinement scale so low that the cutoff of the theory would be well below a TeV. The decay to two photons can therefore be neglected. All in all, the decay width ofη can vary by many orders of magnitudes. Depending on the confinement scale Λ, m L and the new Yukawa couplings,η can either decay spontaneously or be stable for macroscopic times. This will greatly affect the collider phenomenology and the cosmological bounds, as will be discussed in detail in the next section.
Experimental constraints on the new fermions
We now discuss the experimental bounds that the new fermion sector must satisfy. For simplicity, we assume the new strongly coupled group G to be SU (N ). Most results can however be easily translated to other groups. We also assume the confinement scale Λ to be above 10 MeV for reasons explained in Sec. 2.1. Since the intent of this work is to study low confinement scales, we will generally limit ourselves to Λ 25 GeV, which corresponds to a cutoff scale M 10 6 GeV. For observables for which the confinement scale competes with the electroweak scale like EWPT or Higgs branching decay, neglecting the confinement scale then only introduces an error of at most a few percent.
Electroweak precision tests
Electroweak Precision Measurements (EWPM) play an important role in constraining physics beyond the Standard Model [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . In particular, the power of these indirect constraints has been shown by the agreement between the prediction of the top and the Higgs masses and their experimental values [51, 58, 59] .
When new physics only modifies the vacuum polarization of gauge bosons (so-called oblique corrections), the impact of the new particles can be described in a first approximation by the three independent parameters S, T and U [50] . However, if the new physics scale is close to or below the weak scale, one must also introduce the new parameters V , W and X [60] . The six model independent oblique parameters are given by [60] [62] 0.0171 ± 0.0010 0.01627 ± 0.00021 Ac [62] 0.670 ± 0.027 0.66802 ± 0.00041 A b [62] 0.923 ± 0.020 0.934643 ± 0.000076 A 0,c FB [62] 0.0707 ± 0.0035 0.07381 ± 0.00052 A 0,b FB [62] 0.0992 ± 0.0016 0.10326 ± 0.00067 R 0 c [62] 0.1721 ± 0.0030 0.172222 ± 0.000026 R 0 b
[62] 0.21629 ± 0.00066 0.215800 ± 0.000030 Table 1 : Experimental measurements and SM predictions for the set of EWPO considered.
where Π XY with X, Y = γ, Z, W denotes the new physics contribution to the vacuum polarization amplitude of the gauge bosons, Π XY (p 2 ) = dΠ XY (p 2 )/dp 2 and s W (c W ) are the tree-level SM values of the sine (cosine) of the weak mixing angle. Given the excellent agreement between the experimental measurements and the SM predictions, the oblique corrections cannot be larger than a few percent of the size of the leading order SM contribution. It is therefore a very good approximation to only include the leading order correction coming from new physics. An observable A can thus be written as
where A SM is the SM prediction for A (including radiative corrections) and A N P the leading correction coming from new physics.
In the model we are considering however, the new vector-like fermions not only contribute to the Π XY at loop-level, they also modify the W and Z boson widths already at tree-level. Indeed, when kinematically allowed, the Z boson can decay ton i n j or C − C + , while the W boson can decay to C ± n i , where i, j = 1, 2. These tree-level corrections also affect the pole cross section for the process e + e − → Z → hadrons, which is defined as
where Γ e and Γ had are the partial widths of Z decay into e + e − and hadrons. To compute how EWPM constrain the parameter space of the model, we performed a fit using the electroweak observables (EWPO) listed in Table 1 , where the third and fourth column show the experimental measurements and the SM predictions. We used the combined results from the SLD/LEP-I working groups for
f [62] and from the LEP-II/Tevatron working groups for Γ W [58] . The most precise measurement of the W boson mass was obtained by the Tevatron Electroweak Working Group [61] . The SM predictions are taken from Table 2 of Ref. [59] , while the theoretical expressions for the observables can be derived from Refs. [60, [63] [64] [65] . We computed the
where A i are the observables listed in Table 1 and µ i are their experimental values measured with an uncertainty δµ i . Fig. 1 shows the 95% confidence level (CL) excluded region on the (m L , y =ỹ) plane from electroweak precision observables, taking a new SU (3) strong group and for two different values of m N , both much smaller than the electroweak scale. When the new Yukawa couplings y =ỹ go to zero, the constraints on m L become far less stringent. This is because the S and T parameters are related respectively to the dimension six operators (H † τ I H)W I µν B µν and |H † D µ H| 2 . Since the coefficients of these operators could be calculated with the Higgses as external states, setting the Yukawa couplings to zero (i.e. no interactions between the new fermions and the Higgs doublet) results in these coefficients being null. The fact that not all constraints go away is because this argument does not apply to the higher dimensional operators that correspond to V , W and X. In particular, for y =ỹ 0.1 the electroweak precision observables exclude vector-like fermions with m L 80 GeV. As the new Yukawa couplings increase, the bound on m L gets stronger. For example, for y =ỹ 0.4 and m N 10 GeV we get m L 260 GeV.
Higgs decays
LHC studies of the Higgs production and decay provide additional constraints on the new fermions. Two effects must potentially be taken into account. First, the new fermions modify how the Higgs decays, mainly because of the presence of the new channels h → n inj , where i, j = 1, 2. Since the collider constraints will show that n 2 needs to be considerably heavier than the Higgs, only decays involving n 1 are expected. These fermions then hadronize mostly intoη's. If these are short-lived, they lead to light jets that are not taken into account by Higgs studies (so-called undetectable objects [66] ) and their main effect is a reduction of the branching ratios to the most commonly studied channels. If they are long-lived, they additionally lead to Missing Transverse Energy (MET) that can be measured via recoil of the Z boson in Higgs-strahlung processes [67] . Decays to massive gauge bosons would also be affected at loop order, but we neglect this effect as it is subdominant. Second, the new fermions can change the cross section for Higgs production. However, this only affects vector boson fusion and is also a loop effect. We therefore also neglect the contributions of the new fermions to the cross section.
A bound on Higgs decay to new physics that satisfies the requirements above can be read from Ref. [66] . It is obtained from a global fit with HiggsSignals [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] and is given by
where
and Γ tot h = 4.1 MeV is the theoretical prediction for the total decay width of the Higgs boson in the SM [73] . It is valid for both decay to undetectable objects or MET. Technically, the bound for decay to long-lived particles would be slightly stronger, but this effect is negligible on our results. We also verified using HiggsSignals that the inclusion of the most recent analyses do not change this result.
We summarize in Fig. 2 the bounds from the Higgs to new physics branching ratio for y =ỹ for a new strong group SU (3). It shows the constraints on m L and y =ỹ fixing m N to different values. For small new Yukawa couplings, the bound on m N and m L is slightly stronger than the one from electroweak precision observables. At very small new couplings y,ỹ 0.1 there are no constraints for m L 120 GeV. In this region the only kinematically allowed decay is h →n 1 n 1 , but the branching ratio is very suppressed due to the small couplings of n 1 to the Higgs boson. On the other hand, for very large values of the new couplings, the decay h → NP is kinematically forbidden at tree-level, because m h < 2m n 1 . As a consequence there are no bounds from the tree-level Higgs branching ratio at large y,ỹ. Loop corrections to the decay width to massive gauge bosons and the Higgs cross section could potentially set bounds for large enough y =ỹ. However, we neglect this effect as this region is already excluded by electroweak precision observables (see Fig. 1 ). For small m N , which is the situation on which we are focusing, the bound is stronger than the one from electroweak precision observables for y =ỹ 0.5. However, as m N gets larger the region kinematically available for the decay h →n 1 n 1 gets smaller and the bound fades away.
Big Bang nucleosynthesis
As discussed in Sec. 2.2, theη mesons can easily be stable for macroscopic times. Being made out of fermions that are almost singlets, they will also decouple very early and therefore have a very large number density at decoupling. As such, they can potentially disturb Big Bang Nucleosynthesis, which would be observable from the abundance of light elements in the Universe.
There are two ways in which BBN can be affected. Ifη decays hadronically, it will inject relatively long-lived hadrons (e.g. π ± , K 0,± and nucleons) which can modify the ratio of protons to neutrons, even for very small branching ratios to hadronic decay channels. For a branching ratio to hadronic channels of one percent or more, this leads to an upper bound on the decay time ofη of about 10 −1 second for a 95% confidence level (see for example [74] [75] [76] ). Ifη instead decays radiatively (i.e. to photons or electrons), energetic photons can dissociate the nuclei of some light elements. The limit in this case is much less stringent, with an upper bound on the decay time of about 10 4 seconds [77] . Fig. 3 shows some constraints on the confinement scale and the new Yukawa couplings for different values of m L . The criteria we use for judging whether a point of parameter space is excluded or not is as follows. If the confinement scale is above twice the mass of the charged pion, a point is excluded if the decay time is longer than 10 −1 second. If it is lower than this, then a point is excluded if its decay time is longer than 10 4 seconds. Of course, a more thorough treatment would lead to a smoother plot, but the behavior should not change much. This is also a conservative bound, as we neglect the decaysη → π + e −ν e and its conjugate process which could still take place at a confinement scale between the masses of one and two charged pions albeit with a very suppressed rate. As is clear from Fig. 3 , BBN provides a lower bound on the Yukawa couplings.
Direct collider constraints
Collider data can be used to constrain a region of parameter space that is not covered by any of the previous bounds. This is the region where the Yukawa couplings are small enough to avoid the bounds of EWPT and Higgs branching ratios, but too large to disturb BBN. In a lot of ways, the collider phenomenology of the model is similar to that of electroweakinos, but with some small differences.
As long as they are light enough, any combination of a new fermion and a new antifermion can be produced via an s-channel photon, W or Z. All decay chains will however end in n 1 , which will then hadronize to dark baryons and mesons. What happens at this points depends on the decay length ofη and the phenomenology falls into three distinct categories. First, ifη decays promptly, n 1 will produce a jet that appears to originate from the principal vertex. Second, ifη decays inside the detector, an emerging jet will be produced [78] . Such objects would typically not be reconstructed by the different experiments. Finally,η can decay outside the detector. The transverse momentum of n 1 is then simply converted to MET.
In this section, we will study each possible cases individually. These cases will then be combined together and with our previous constraints in Sec. 6.
Promptly decayingη
Promptly decayingη's are characterized by all decay chains ending in a jet. In the region that is not already excluded by other constraints, m N must be at most of the order of a few GeV for the relaxion mechanism to work. Since m L will be forced to be considerably above the electroweak scale, this will lead to very boosted and narrow jets. The dark baryons will escape the detector leading to some MET (so-called semi-invisible jets [79] ). The energy carried by the baryons is usually of O(10%) of the energy of the original n 1 for QCD like theories [80] and diminishes as the rank of SU (N ) increases [81] . We will neglect this effect and the limits we obtain will therefore be slightly conservative.
The production mechanism that we choose to focus on is the creation of n 2 C + and the conjugate process. Of all the possible pairs of particles close to m L that can be produced, this process is typically the one with the largest cross section. As discussed in Sec. 2.2, C + will decay to n 1 and W + . The neutral particle n 2 will decay to n 1 and either a Z boson or a Higgs. We choose to concentrate on the decay to Z. This is simply because n 2 decays more often to Z in the region of parameter space where collider bounds are important and that a Z decay gives a signal that is cleaner and easier to constrain using experimental data. The signature of these events is then simply a Z, a W and two jets, with topology shown in Fig. 4 . An example of the branching ratios of n 2 is shown in Fig. 5a .
The pair production of C + C − could also be used to constrain the model. However, the signature would now be two W 's and two jets, which would be difficult to distinguish from tt. Alternatively, limits could be obtained from the pair production of n 2 n 2 . Unfortunately, such limits would be suppressed by the fact that Z decays less often to leptons than W and by an additional branching ratio of n 2 to Z and n 1 . There is also less experimental measurements available in this case.
The search strategy that we adopt is to recast measurements of the differential cross section for W Z production. Indeed, these measurements look for two Opposite Sign Same Flavor (OSSF) leptons that reconstruct to a Z, an additional lepton and a small amount of MET. In addition, several of these searches also bin their results in terms of the number of reconstructed jets. It is then possible to obtain bounds on the number of events with a leptonically decaying W and Z that also contain at least two jets, which is precisely our signature.
The measurements of the differential W Z cross section that we focus on are Ref. [82] and Ref. [83] , both at 13 TeV. The first one is by ATLAS and corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 3.2 fb −1 . The second one is by CMS and corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 2.3 fb −1 . The searches of Refs. [84] and [85] at 8 TeV could potentially have been used, but some crucial numbers about the differential cross sections were not made available to us.
We wrote a series of codes to implement the cuts of Refs. [82, 83] and verified that we could reproduce their W Z background estimates with good accuracy. Using an implementation of the model in Feynrules [86] , we use MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [87] to generate 10000 events with the topology of Fig. 4 and the gauge bosons decaying to light leptons. The events are then passed to PYTHIA 6 for hadronization [88] . Accurate simulation of hadronization in the dark sector is not an easy task. Since jets will be very narrow, we simply force PYTHIA to decay n 1 to two light quarks. This then almost always leads to a single jet for each n 1 , which is the behavior that would be obtained from a more refined treatment. No information on jet substructure is ever used in the analysis. Detector [90] . Efficiencies for the reconstruction of electrons with different selection criteria (loose, medium, tight...) are taken from Refs. [91] and [92] for ATLAS and CMS respectively. Muon efficiencies, which are for all intents and purposes 100%, are taken from Ref. [93] in both cases. The cross section is calculated at tree-level using MadGraph. Examples at 8 and 13 TeV are shown in Fig. 5b . A K-factor of 1.2 is assumed when calculating experimental bounds. This is the typical K-factor associated to Higgsino pair production, which is almost identical in the limit of small Yukawa couplings [94] . All events are required to contain at least two jets.
Considering the relevant searches correspond to very little integrated luminosity, we obtain limits by statistically combining them together using CL s techniques [95, 96] . Since these searches represent different sets of data, the correlation should be negligible. Fig. 6a shows the CL s as a function of m L for different G and for small Yukawa couplings and m N . In the region of parameter space that is not already excluded by other bounds, changing m N or the Yukawa couplings has very little effects. One can see that m L is excluded up to ∼ 149, 170 and 187 GeV for SU (2), SU (3) and SU (4) respectively. These numbers are lowered by the fact that Ref. [82] contains a considerable upper fluctuation in its number of events. As a reference point, we mention what the limits would have been with the full 36 fb −1 of integrated luminosity currently available at 13 TeV. For this, we naively scale all signals, numbers of events, backgrounds and their uncertainties by the ratio of the full to current integrated luminosity. This procedure can exclude masses as high as ∼ 166, 191 and 207 GeV for SU (2), SU (3) and SU (4) respectively. 5 The bounds we obtain correspond to what should have been expected. Indeed, these 5 Technically, there would be a narrow band at lower mass that would not be excluded as the statistical fluctuation mentioned above would become very important with 36 fb −1 of integrated luminosity.
events are similar to electroweakino production, with similar cross sections but considerably less MET. One would therefore expect the resulting limits to be weaker, but still considerably above the mass of the Z and W bosons. Several electroweakino searches look for production of a neutralino χ 2 and a chargino χ + 1 , with the chargino and heavy neutralino decaying to massive gauge bosons and the lightest neutralino χ 1 . Ref. [97] finds that, for light χ 1 and degenerate χ 2 and χ + 1 , the heavy neutralino and the chargino are forced to be above 450 GeV. Our results are therefore reasonable.
3.4.2η decaying inside the detector
The mesonη decaying inside the detector represents the most experimentally challenging case. Indeed, what results from each n 1 is an emerging jet, which will neither be properly reconstructed as a jet or taken into account in the MET. The only usable signature is then the leptons coming from the decay of massive gauge bosons.
The strategy that we adopt forη decaying inside the detector is simply the same as if it were to decay promptly, but without requiring the presence of two jets. Limits will therefore be considerably weaker. The simulation and analysis procedure is the same as in Sec. 3.4.1, without of course the cut on the number of jets. We also include the searches of Refs. [84] and [85] , as the missing numbers are irrelevant when jets are not counted. Fig. 6b shows the CL s as a function of m L for small Yukawa couplings and m N . The mass m L is excluded up to ∼ 134, 148 and 160 GeV for SU (2), SU (3) and SU (4) respectively.
3.4.3η decaying outside the detector
In contrast toη decaying inside the detector,η decaying outside the detector is very easy to constrain. The transverse energy associated to n 1 is simply transmitted to MET. Supersymmetry searches for electroweakinos can then be applied directly.
The search we focus on is the previously mentioned Ref. [97] . It is the strongest search presently available that constrains the production of χ 2 and χ + 1 , with these gauginos decaying to massive gauge bosons and χ 1 . We implemented a code to simulate this search and verified that we could reproduce their results with good accuracy. Events are simulated as in Sec. 3.4.1, but with n 1 now added to the MET. evaluate this bound, we proceed to study how the running of the Higgs quartic is modified by the new sector.
We first list the beta functions of the most important couplings. The couplings that are evolved are: all gauge couplings, y,ỹ and the top Yukawa coupling y t . As we are ultimately interested in an estimate of the scale where new physics must come into play, we limit ourselves to leading order in the beta function. All beta functions were verified with SARAH [98] . Assuming the group G is SU (N ), the beta function of the gauge couplings are
where g f is the gauge coupling constant of G. The beta function of the top Yukawa is
while those of y andỹ are
Finally, the beta function of the Higgs quartic is given by We note that the beta function of the quartic depends on the fourth power of y andỹ. As such, the Higgs quartic will be almost unaffected for small y andỹ, but will have its behavior drastically altered as these coupling approach 1.
The parameters are evolved starting from the Z boson mass m Z using the M S values from Ref. [99] . Fig. 8 shows an example of the evolution of the quartic for G = SU (3). The instability bound is taken from Ref. [100] (see also Ref. [101] ) and corresponds to a lifetime of the metastable vacuum shorter than the age of the Universe. As can be seen, Yukawa couplings of more than ∼ 0.4 require additional new physics below the Planck scale. However, the only regions where metastability requires new physics below the estimated cutoff of 10 8 GeV correspond to values of the Yukawa couplings of 0.5, which are already ruled out by bounds from EWPT and Higgs decay for reasonable values of m L and m N .
Tuning
We now proceed to discuss a certain difficulty that arises as the confinement scale decreases which makes the relaxion mechanism less likely to function properly. Its success will require the different parameters to satisfy a specific quasi-equality. We associate to this a measure of what we refer to as tuning. Any additional tunings related to the axion or other cosmological considerations are ignored. We instead refer to previous work for this (see for example Refs. [17, 23, 31, 32] ).
As was mentioned in Sec. 2.1, the mass of n 1 is given by
which is true even for complex parameters. For low Λ and large enough Yukawa couplings, the second term of Eq. (5.1) can be considerably higher than the confinement scale. The relaxion mechanism can still technically work, as long as there is a partial cancellation with m N such that m n 1 is smaller than Λ. This can at first seem like a tuning, but the situation is slightly more complicated. Indeed, the quasi-equality in magnitude of the two terms in Eq. (5.1) can be explained dynamically. When the Higgs first acquires an expectation value, m n 1 is considerably higher than the confinement scale. There is therefore no back-reaction potential and m n 1 is scanned without anything stopping it. Assuming all Yukawa couplings and m L to be real and positive and m N to be negative, m n 1 would eventually become smaller than the confinement scale and the back-reaction term would form. This could then explain dynamically the necessary quasi-equality of the two terms of Eq. (5.1). However, this is only true as long as all parameters are real, for which there is no guarantee. In the general case, the scanning of m n 1 can go in any direction in the complex plane starting from m N . The curve representing the evolution of m n 1 would have to intercept a small circle of radius Λ around the origin for the relaxion mechanism to work. This is where the tuning comes from. In the hope of making the argument clearer, Fig. 9 shows the evolution of m n 1 for different phases of yỹ. As can be seen, |m n 1 | only drops below the condensation scale for small phases. Assuming any scanning direction to be as likely, the tuning can be defined as the fraction of directions that lead to the relaxion mechanism working, which is
This is a tuning in the same sense as the strong CP -problem. We mention that assuming all parameters real would restore CP -symmetry in the new strongly coupled sector. Of course, CP -violation would be reintroduced in that sector via interactions with the Standard Model. The phases could then be potentially suppressed, which would make the dynamical selection mechanism we explained before more likely to succeed. Our tuning is then a tuning in the sense that there are no reasons in general for the parameters to be real.
As a side note, we mention that the regions of parameter space that are very finetuned have at least the advantage of providing a solution to the coincidence problem of requiring m L and m N close to v. Indeed, these regions are characterized by the backreaction potential only appearing when |m n 1 | drops below Λ as m n 1 evolves along its trajectory. This leads to |m N | ≈ |yỹv 2 /2m L |, or alternatively v ≈ |2m N m L /yỹ| 1/2 . The vacuum expectation value being close to m N and m L is then explained dynamically, though of course at the price of some tuning.
Summary of the constraints
We now assemble together all the bounds derived in the Sec. 3 and present representative plots including the tuning of Sec. 5. To reduce the dimension of the parameter space to a manageable number, we make a few simplifying assumptions. First, we assume y = 2ỹ. Second, we take the group G to be SU (3). Third, for the relaxion mechanism to function properly, m N must be such that m n 1 is smaller than the confinement scale Λ and that |c 0 | is inferior to |c 2 v 2 | (see Eq. (2.4)). With this in mind, we set m N = −yỹv 2 /2m L . 6 This has the advantage of satisfying both conditions, while providing the maximal value of |m N | allowed. This parametrization also minimizes any fine-tuning that might be introduced by having m N too small. In a certain way, this choice of m N can be seen as the best case scenario. In comparison, keeping m N fixed in a scan would lead to both regions that are already ruled out by virtue of the relaxion mechanism not working and regions where m N is very fine-tuned. We also note that the exact value of m N has very little impact on any of the experimental constraints as long as it is sufficiently small, which has to be the case for Yukawa values that are not already ruled out by EWPT and Higgs branching ratio measurements. Under these assumptions, the three free parameters left are therefore m L , y = 2ỹ and the confinement scale Λ. We scan over the first two and fix Λ to different representative values. The results are shown in Fig. 10 . A few comments are in order. The four benchmarks for the confinement scale are chosen to represent specific behaviors. The values of 10 MeV and 25 GeV represent respectively the minimal value for which the relaxion mechanism is still relevant and the maximum value for which our approximations are still reasonably valid. The benchmark of 300 MeV is chosen to be slightly above the minimum value such that the decay to two charged pions is possible. The value of 10 GeV represents a region where all three types of collider constraints are relevant, with the bounds from stableη's, emerging jets and promptly decayingη's being respectively applicable to small, intermediary and larger Yukawa couplings. The different colored regions are ruled out by the constraints of Sec. 3. All bounds correspond to 95% CL. We do not include the bounds from EWPT as these regions are already excluded by the Higgs branching ratio and collider constraints. The bounds on chargino from LEP would also not contribute any additional constraints [102, 103] . Collider bounds are applied using the three cases of Sec. 3.4. If the decay length ofη is less than 1 mm, it is considered to decay promptly. If its decay length is between 1 mm and 1 m, it is considered to decay inside the detector. For longer decay lengths, it is considered to decay outside the detector.
The dashed contours represent the tuning discussed in Sec. 5. As can be seen in Fig. 10 , the tuning can become quite severe for low enough confinement scales. BBN is crucial, as it prevents the mechanism from taking refuge from tuning in the low Yukawa couplings region. For a confinement scale of 10 MeV, the tuning can be at best at the percent level.
Conclusions
As the LHC continues to probe higher and higher energies, BSM theories that seek to stabilize the electroweak scale with colored partners are becoming increasingly under tension. In contrast to these models, the relaxion mechanism attempts to explain the smallness of the electroweak scale via a dynamical selection process, thereby bypassing the need for any colored partners. The relaxion field scans over the mass square of the Higgs and a back-reaction potential stops its evolution shortly after the Higgs acquires an expectation value. This back-reaction potential can be generated in several ways. One of them is via the introduction of new strongly coupled vector-fermions.
The goal of this article was to study the constraints on such vector-fermions and investigate any potential tuning. More specifically, we looked at the non-QCD model of Ref. [11] for small confinement scales. We investigated bounds coming from EWPT, Higgs decay, BBN and direct collider searches. Additionally, we studied the impact of such fermions on vacuum stability and found that some regions of parameter space require new physics below the previously estimated cutoff. Combining all of these constraints, we showed that the parameter space becomes increasingly restricted and tuned as the confinement scale decreases. For example, a confinement scale of a few tens of MeVs would require tuning at the percent level.
The conclusion that the confinement scale cannot be too small without introducing fine-tuning is probably the most important lesson from our article. The confinement scale also cannot be too high without reintroducing fine-tuning in the back-reaction potential. Additionally, this region has been studied in Refs. [15, 41] . This leaves the region close to the electroweak scale as the most natural choice for the confinement scale. This region incidentally has not been the subject of any dedicated study. If the relaxion is ever to become a solution to the hierarchy problem on par with Supersymmetry and composite Higgs, a dedicated study of this scenario should seriously be considered.
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